2001 A. A. Michelson Award for the Advancement of Computer Science

Daniel A. Menascé

The A. A. Michelson Award, created to recognize those rare individuals who have made significant contributions to the success of the computer evaluation field, is presented to you for outstanding contributions to computer metrics.

Your four ground-breaking books on capacity planning have led us to domains where little capacity planning was done before and extended the reach of our powerful software tools.

You have inspired many courses and taught numerous tutorials at CMG and SIGMETRICS conferences, focused always on helping people produce value from capacity planning.

You helped establish e-commerce as a rigorous discipline through your Customer Behavior Model and a curriculum model for e-commerce that became BS and MS degrees in two universities.

Your exceptional mastery of both the theory and practice of performance analysis has been an exemplar of a bridge between researchers and practitioners of our art.

It is with great pleasure that this award is presented to you by the membership with unanimous endorsement of the Executive Committee at the Annual Meeting of The Computer Measurement Group, Inc., this 3rd day of December, 2001, in the city of Anaheim, California.

Jeffrey P. Buzen, President Computer Measurement Group